March 18, 2021

Dear Resident,

We are excited to share with you that you are eligible to select your same room at Clairmont for the fall 2021/spring 2022 academic year.

The housing selection process for “SAME ROOM” will occur in the coming weeks before the upper-class housing selection process begins. We want to provide you with key information so you may begin planning while we finalize the housing selection timeline for the 2021-2022 academic year.

During Same Room Reservation you will have the opportunity to select the same room in the apartment you currently occupy. You may also “pull in” suitemate(s) to the other available bedrooms within your apartment. These suitemate(s) need to be rising 3rd or 4th year students or Oxford graduates who will be joining the Atlanta campus for the fall 2021 semester. We anticipate filling every bedroom in each apartment in fall 2021.

Here are key information to keep in mind:

- If you currently live in the CRC, you must fill the entire apartment during Same Room Reservation process. This means that if you live in a 2 or 3 bedroom apartment you must match as a suitemate with another student(s) in order to participate in the selection process.
- If you currently live in the URC, we encourage you to pull in enough roommates to fill the entire apartment. We realize this may be challenging so you will be allowed to fill one half of the apartment during the Same Room Reservation process.
- If you currently live in the URC and do not fill your apartment, Housing Operations reserves the right to consolidate partially filled apartments after Same Room Reservation process has concluded. This will allow us to accommodate as many students on-campus as possible with roommate/suitemate requests.
- All students participating in Same Room Reservation process or who are pulled in as a matched suitemate will need to complete the 2021/2022 Residential Housing Agreement and fully match with their intended suitemate(s) via MyHousing page.
- If you are currently living in an apartment that is a designated Resident Assistant or other Residence Life student staff apartment you will be unable to participate in Same Room Reservation process. Please contact our office at housing@emory.edu for further assistance.

What Is Next?:

- Start talking to your friends now – both living on and off campus – regarding your fall 2021 on-campus housing plans.
- You will be notified when the 2021/2022 Residential Housing Agreement is available to complete on your MyHousing page. You and any intended suitemate(s) must complete the Agreement to match with one another and participate in this process.
- Over the next few weeks, Housing Operations will provide additional communication, educational materials and virtual information sessions regarding Same Room Reservation, suitemate matching, and general FAQs about housing selection.

Wishing you a great semester,

Housing Operations